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     Although it has been presumed that the Chinese characters used in dialogue sentences are 
phonographs that reflect the spoken language of the period, however, these phonographs have 
been excluded from diachronic phonology due to the lack of an appropriate methodology.
     Based on the presumption that the Chinese characters used in dialogue sentences can be 
regarded as phonographs, we have gathered 2,212(2,486) phonographs recorded in the dialogue 
sentences found in A new account of tales of the world (Shìshuōxīnyu ̌ 世說新語), compiled by 
Liú Yìqìng (劉義慶, 403~444 CE). Using this set of phonographs, this paper attempts to provide 
a methodology to examine phonological oppositions, based on the idea of complementary 
distribution and minimal pairs.
     In this paper, phonetic forms of phonographs are represented by traditional terms in 
Chinese historical phonology. For example, the pronunciation of a phonograph 草 “glass” is 
represented as [淸中1上豪], as in Ito 伊藤ちゆき(2002). The positions of 淸, 中, 1, 上, and 豪 
in the bracket of this example correspond to the positions of onset, glide, division in rime, tone, 
and rime in a Chinese syllable, respectively. We regard these five components as phonetic 
features of a Chinese syllable.
     A couple of phonographs 精[精開AB平淸] and 淸[淸開AB平淸] is an example of minimal 
pairs between voiceless-unaspirated [ʦ] 精 and voiceless-aspirated [ʦh] 淸. Several examples of 
the minimal pairs between the two consonants allow us to list /ʦ/ 精 and /ʦh/ 淸 as separate 
phonemes. Surprizingly, there exists no example of minimal pairs between the voiced-retroflex 
[ɖʐ] 崇 and the voiced-palatal [ʥ] 船, which suggests that the voiced-retroflex [ɖʐ] 崇 was in 
complementary distribution with the voiced-palatal [ʥ] 船 in EMC. Thus, we can conclude that 
the voiced-retroflex [ɖʐ] 崇 was not a distinct phoneme but an allophone of the voiced-palatal 
/ʥ/ 船, and that the voiced-retroflex [ɖʐ] 崇 and the voiced-palatal [ʥ] 船 were merged into a 
voiced-palatal phoneme /ʥ/ 船崇, opposing to the voiced-alveolar phoneme /ʣ/ 從.
     A couple of phonographs 感[見開1上覃] and 敢[見開1上談] with a same /-m, -p/ coda is 
an example of minimal pairs in the main vowel between tányùn 1覃韻 and tányùn 1談韻, 
because there is no gliding and divisional difference between the two phonographs. Several 
examples of the minimal pairs between the two rimes suggest that the main vowel of tányùn 1覃
韻 was phonologically opposite with that of tányùn 1談韻. If the phonemic value /ɑm, ɑp/ is 
assigned to tányùn 1談韻, the main vowel of tányùn 1覃韻 is not /ɑ/ but another vowel like /ə/. 
On the other hand, yányùn 3鹽韻, yányùn 3嚴韻, and fányùn 3凡韻 with a same coda and a 
same glide do not co-occur in the same cell of distribution table. This means that there is no 
example of minimal pairs among them, which allows us to assign a same phonemic value /ɛm, 



ɛp/ to the three rimes, yányánfán 3鹽嚴凡.
     Based on distributional tables of 2,212 phonographs, we can systematically and exhaustively 
present examples of minimal pairs, demonstrating all kinds of phonological oppositions between 
the phonographs.


